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Moscow

Introduction
1.
This report covers the period October 1977,
the time of my appointment as Team Leader, until June
1979 when I handed over to .VOII A.J. Sinclair, Team
Leader Stage II.

2.

The aim of this report is to:
a.
b.

c.

record some of the problems associated
with this task;
establish a record of what work was
actually done in relation to that which
was planned;
explain the reasons for the tour of duty
being extended; and
/d.
RES'rRICTED
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highlight points which could be of
~ssistance in mounting similar deployments
l.n the future.

3.
.
.A~though it covers numerous aspects of the
under J.ndl.Vl.d~al subject headings, I have subdivided operation
into seven maJ.n sections:
the report
a.

Part I:

Background

b.

Part II:

General Staff Matters

c.

Part Ill:

Personnel Matters

d.

Part IV:

Logistic Matters

e.

Part V:

General

f.

Part VI:

Summary

g.

Part VII:

Recommendations

4.
The Tour of Duty to Moscow was originally estimated
to be of approximately six weeks duration.
It has to date
been going 20 months and by completion will have reached 22
months plus.
5.
For the readers of this report to gain even a
smattering of insight into the main developments of this
deployment, (particularly in the early stages of the tour),
i t is important to have an overall appreciation of the
magnitude of the task and, as to partially why it has
developed into such a major commitment of the Corps.
6.
I have, therefore, begun with a brief account of th~
important events which have led to our continued involvement J.n
Moscow.
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PART I:

BACKGROUND

7.
The New Zealand Embas sy in M
·
·
44 Vorovoskovo Ulitsa in one of the ci~ys~ow 1stsh1~uated at
5 mos
buildings
It
1stor1c
.
•
was constructed in the early 1900's
for th
m1stre~s of a wealthy Russian merchant and has been 0
.e
by var1ous people since that time
It i k
h c~upled
ha t ·
b
d
•
s nown t at 1t
s _w1ce _een use as the Swedish Embassy, once as aT hoid
Hosp1tal, 1n between these periods, as a residence and l~
1974 became the New Zealand Embassy.
The building consists of four fl o or levels:
Basement
Chancery
Official Residence
Attic

(Partially below ground level)
(1st Floor)
(2nd Floor)
(3rd Floor)

8.
Within the building there was no means of securing
classified material, and although classified storage space
was available in the British Embassy, it was not uncommon for
Embassy staff to sleep with classified material under their
pilloW! by night.
9.
Except in the case of urgent matters (which could
be dealt with through the British Communications link with
London) the only contact with the outside world was once a
week by Diplomatic Bag.
This bag arrived in Moscow on
Tuesday and left again on Wednesday so time for actioning
some correspondence was limited to overnight.

10.
For secure conversation staff resorted to walking
around the block or the use of a secure and soundproof room
in the British Embassy.
11.
Clearly the 'open' Embassy concept was diff~cult to
live with and in terms of security, (I am told) unsat1s t ac t o ry
to our British, American and Canadian allies.
12.
It was for this reason that a decision to 'sec Ul•' '
the New Zealand Embassy was made and hence, the Army's u 1 1 J.mate
involvement.
Because of its historical value and significan
as
13.
attraction, the Soviet author~ties ~ere partJ.< J.arl,y
a tourist to any alteration work th';'t m1ght. 1n a~y wa' ·
sensitive destroy the original archltectural detaJ.l of .he
damage or
building.
/14.
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14.

This factor posed some difficulty in relation to the

propose~ alterations and a compromise was necessary to ensure

a pract1cal and functional Embassy could be achieved at the
same time facilitating the complete restoration of the building
should New Zealand vacate it at some future· date.
15.
In October 1977 the Chief Engineer LtCol K.H. Mitchell,
disclosed to me the possibility of an overseas deployment of a
s1nall engineer work party as an aid project to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and, subject to the project being approved, I .
was to be appointed Team Leader.

16.

The purpose of the Tour of Duty was to carry out
alterations to the Chancery of the New Zealand Embassy in
Moscow, which at the conclusion of the project would have
upgraded i t from an 'open' Embassy to a 'secure' Embassy.
To
achieve this security, was the main aim of the exercise and in
broad terms involved the following changes:
a.

the su~·division of an area to house a
special soundproof room capable.of providing
a facility for secure conversat1on~

b.

the construction of a strong room for the
security of official documents and
correspondence~

c.

the framing for and fitting of two lig~t
weight security doors and two steel gr1lls
to exposed windows within the secure area
of the Chancery~

d.

sub-division of the remaining area of the
Chancery to accommodate the staf~ of the.
Embassy in accordance with a rev1sed off1ce
layout:
and

e.

make good those areas affected by the
reconstruction work and, r~decorate the
entire Chancery on complet1on.

.
rk required, the major
17.
There was other altera~~~nh~ water heating system,
effort being the replacement of
b Finnish labOur and,
but all this was to b~ u~dertaken ~
had been requested.
quotations from two F1nn1sh contrac ors
the RNZE team would
It bad been antici~ated thka~
good after they had
18.
'd
' th the F1nns, ma 1ng
work side by s1 e W1
.
he heating pipes, our
completed the r~ticuldat(~ont~! ~rchitect) to be from four to
involvement est1mate
Y
/six
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e

t

as

k

a relatively straight forward one.

19.

Late December and on th b
·
·
the CE requested that I' select a e
as~s of th~s information
criteria:
team ba~ed on the following

a.

tha~ the t~am not be top heavy with
sen~or NCO s and therefore exclude the
younger Sappers:

b.

an 'overkill' in technical expertise
was of paramount importance:
and

c.

provided that they had not already
been committed to other priority tasks,
I was free to select my own team.

20.
In the meantime, MFA had received some indication
of t~e likely cost i~volved in having the remaining work
carr~ed out by the F~nns and were keen that in the interest
of reducing costs as much as possible, that the RNZE team be
utilised to maximum advantage.
21.
With this in mind and because Army Guards were being
appointed to the Embassy, it was agreed that we would undertake
some additional work, the benefits from which would be derived
by the Guards in the form of better living conditions in the
basement.
22.
This additional work was divided up in order of
priority and was designed to utilise the teams labour resources
for a maximum period of three months, any unfinished tasks to
be completed by the Finns.
23.
On 31 July 1978, after a number of delays (most of
which history has shown were unnecessary} Ssgt Findon and I
left for Moscow as the advanced party, to be followed three
weeks later by the main body of eight, one of which was a Cook.
24.
On arrival in Moscow 8 August, I was greeted with the
news that:
a.

because the Russians were upset at not
having been asked to carry out the work,
they were not allowing it to be undertaken
by the Finns:
and

b.

that Army General Staff th7ough the Head
Office MF'A had been asked ~f an additional
/five
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five tradesmen could b
.
the gap which would beel:~ppl~ed to fill
appearance of the F ~nns.
'
t by the non
Electrician
Blocklayers
Plumbers

1
2

2
25.
This move was in anticipation f
undertake
both agreeing to
expertise t~~h~xtra work and more import~nt~~ having the
w~
~n . my team to install a complex
such as was requ~red.
heating system

~6.J

~fter lengthy discussions with the
.H. We~r and the Administration Officer Ambassador,
gave a~ assurance that my team could carr' Mr D.R. McKeon,
work subJect to two conditions:
y out the additional
Ir

a.

Tech~ical supervision by the Finnish

Hea~~ng Consultant being available
dur~ng the installation of the

sophisticated Heat Exchanges in the
Plant room:
and
b.

some supplementation with additional
tradesmen from New Zealand but in the
revised form of
Electrician
Plasterer/Blocklayer
Carpenter
Plumber

1
1
1
1

not as originally proposed by the Embassy.
27.
The next critical blow was struck when the Ambassador
and Mr McKeon visited the Directorate of Services to the
Diplomatic Corps (U.P.D.K.) for a routine meeting to tidy the
last few loose ends.
28.
On their arrival they were informed that the Senior
Official with whom they had previously been dealing, was no
longer with the organisation (after 30 years service and has not
been heard of since) and had been replaced by a Mr Grukov; who
claimed no knowledge of the project whatever.
Further, he
insisted on the production of full working drawings which would
be studied in depth by his Departmental Officers before any
approval was likely to be given.
29.
At this point a review of the whole situation was
undertaken by the Ambassador, who decided that under the
.
circumstances he had no alternative but to postpone the proJect
/until
RESTRICTED
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His reasons were:

a.

the heating system as bad as it was,
c~uld not be replaced in time for
W~nter and in sub zero temperatures, the
Embassy could not function·:

b.

the p~ans had not been completed and
even ~f they could be speeded up there
was no guarantee that the Russians
would treat their evaluation of them
with any urgency (as it transpired the
plans were not approved until mid 1979):

c.

that there would be a further delay in
getting materials into Moscow from
Helsinki as nothing could be ordered
until Russian approval was granted:
and

d.

there was little point in making a start in
the Chancery when it could not be completed
until after the heating had been installed.

30.
It was decided in Moscow by the Ambassador that
Ssgt Findon and I should travel to Helsinki for consultation
with the Finnish Technicians, general familiarisation with
Finnish building materials and then return to New Zealand
until after the Winter (May 1979).
31.
Head Office MFA in Wellington reacted quickly to
this information and after discussions (reputed to be at
Prime Minister level) decided that if remotely possible the
installation of the security dquipment must proceed.
32.
On the surface it appeared that Wellington did not
understand fully the implications of their decision.
a.

The project would still have to be completed
in two stages:
( 1)

the basic reshuffle of office space in
order to accommodate the security
equipment and telex etc:
and

(2)

the Summer time installation of the
heating system.

b.

it necessitated total disruption to the
Embassy twice instead of once:

c.

a much more expensive operation:
/d.
RESTRICTED
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d.

that no 'finishing' work or redecorating
could take place until after the second
stage was completed.

33.
However, as unsatisfactory as it was I agree that,
if that was what was required, I would fihd a way and although
there was no further requirement to send over the five
additional tradesmen, I required another Carpenter and
Electrician.
34.
So the project was back on and although the departure
of the main body was delayed slightly, the planning and
preparation went ahead for their arrival and the first order
for materials was placed on Tuesday 5 September 1978.
35.
The main body arrived on Friday 8 September and
although there were numerous other hurdles to overcome, as
there had been in the mounting stages, the project became 'full
steam ahead'.
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GENERAL STAFF MATTERS

Project Organisation

!~·Annex B~

diagram of the project organisation is attached

37.
The overall command of the project rested with the
Ambassador Mr J.H. Weir, who vested the appointment of Project
Officer to the Embassy Administration Officer, Mr o.R. McKeon.
38.
As team leader I was directly responsible to
Mr McKeon for the day to day administration of the team and
general sequence of operations.
Technical Liaison
39.
Technical liaison was a sensitive arrangement at
times, mainly because complete and unequivocal approval had
not been given by the Russian authorities for the detailed
work that had been proposed by the Finnish Architect.
In
addition to this, it seemed inherent in all Russians that to
procrastinate was a certain way of delaying their departure to
the salt mines of Siberia.
40.
Extracting decisions from the Russians was a very
difficult and prolonged business, as inevitably the matter had
to be referred to the Municipal Authorities, to which the
Embassy had little or no access.

41.
However, with the help of Ambassadorial Cocktail
Parties, extravagant morning or afternoon teas prepared by the
team Cook and a lot of diplomacy during their visits, the
Russians eventually accepted that we were co~petent to.carry
out the reconstruction work, and were not go1ng to mut1late
their building as first feared.
42.

There were two major factors in our favour:
a.

b.

what happens inside the secur~ a r ea of
an Embassy is entirely the bus1ness of
the tenant:
and
that an open invitation was ex~e~ded to
the u.P.O.K. authorities, to v1s1t and
inspect the workmanship as and when
they wished.
(Except for the secure area
of the Chancery).
/Particularly
RESTRIC'l'ED
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·
our, ~t was essentially
a matter of winning their confidence.
43.
To gain such confidence was a real challenge and at
the . end of . the tour during a final visit Ly the U.P.D.K.
Eng~neer, ~t was particularly pleasing to listen to his
complementary remarks on the finished task.
44.
My assessment on the subject of confidence was borne
out on my return to Moscow when there was a very noticeable
reluctance to accept my replacement (W02 A.J. Sincl air)
because irrespective of who asked the questions , the answers
would always be referred back to me .
45.
The Finns in all of their technical fields , were
very professional.
I did have some misgivings however, about
the Architect (Mr Y. Wiherheimo) because I was forever trying
to make his plans fit the actual dimensions of the building.
In the end he would always endorse the plans , "All 'measures'
to be checked on site."
46.
So although his design was extremely effecti ve, the
accurate detail was less than sati sfactory considering the
enormous cost of his services.
47.
The cost of professional services up to February
1979, was $NZ42,000.
It was , therefore, reasonable to expect
a more consistent level of accuracy.
48.
What Mr Wiherheimo lacked in this area however,
he certainly made up for it in his ability to co-ordinate the
efforts of all of the other Finnish technical.Consultants, as
in most cases their English was almost non-ex~stant.
My personal and professional relationship with the
from start to finish was first class . and of . all of thhe
been assoc~ated w~th over t e
h t I h
professional peop~e t a
ave t hnical opinion more respect
years none have g~ven me, nor my ec
•
than them.

:~~ns

Inter-relationship

Finns and Russians

f
the Finnish Architect,
50.
1he original conc~ptlwa~ ~~ernment (through the
who was engaged .by t~e Ne~ he~h:nother necessary Finnish
Embassy) in conJunct~on w~t
. d t '1 the upgrading of the
.
d
.
and plan ~n e a~ .
expert~se, to e~~gn
.
f a new heating system.
Embassy and the ~nstallat~on o
/51.
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Working drawings were then to be submitted to u p D K
for app:ov~l.
One~ approval had been given, as outlined.at • •
the beg4nn4~g . o~ th4s report, the project would have at
u~derway ut4l4s7ng ~th ~ZE and Finnish labour, the fechnical
l4ne~ of commun4cat4on be1ng direct to ann through the Fi · h
Arch1tect.
nn1s
52.
. Bec~use such ap~roval was not gained a 'Cat and
~ouse' s7tuat1on arose, w1th th e teams involvement, sandwiched

1n t~e m1ddl~.
It . was therefore almost a day to day dilemma
at t1mes try1ng to 4mplement the Architects wishes and at the
same time not wishing to encroach on an area not yet sanctioned
by the Russians.

53.
Technically the Russians were completely out of
date.
Someone I met during my time in Moscow commented that
he considered them 30 years behind the western world.
This is
an opinion that I share, certainly in the construction scene.
In many cases the materials which were being used on the Embassy
had never been seen before by the Soviet experts , and in their
usual cautious manner, were often reluctant to accept on face
value, that they were adequate substitutes, eg, Cast iron
sewerage and Drainage pipe was the only method known to them for
the conveyance of Sewerage and waste, and in every bathroom,
toilet and washing facility were these unsightly, surface
mounted black cast iron pipes, including, in the most up-to-date
high rise apartment blocks.
54.
It therefore took some time to 'sell' the idea of
using P.v.c. pipe in lieu.
The other of~ spin o~ ~hei:
outdated methods was that their construct1on spec1f1cat1ons
were designed to compensate for their very poor q~ality of
materials and workmanship, eg, in New Zealand as 4S the case
in most parts of the Western World, elec~rica~ cab~e.can be
run inside the wall framing between the 1nter1or l1n1ngs.
55.
In Moscow this practice is not permitted and the
cable must be either:
or

a.

embedded in plaster:

b.

protected in a conduit casing or pipework.
(Even if the conduit is of ve7y light
plastic and of dubious value 4n terms of
Fire Resistance.)

Finnish electrical cable li~e that.~a~u~~~~u~ed in
5e6w. Zealand is of a high qual~ty and 15 prov1 e
N
greater protection than
protective outer layer that g 1 v~s casing, but still not good
Russian cable inside of a condu1t
enough for the Russians.

/s1.
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57:
A difficult and frustrating situation at times but
be1ng comp~et~ly at the mercy of the Russians, particular!
w~en negot1at1ons were still in the early stages in conneciion
w1th the overall app~oval of the proposed Refurbishment · one
had to adopt the att1tude, 'When in Russia, do as the R~ssians
do. '
Planning and Reconnaissance
58.
The majority of the initial planning for the project
was undertaken by the Embassy in Moscow in conjunction with a
Finnish Architect and his nominated technical consultants and,
for most parts, the general scheme of things was satisfactory.
I did think that the detailed drawings should have been
completed by the time of my arrival and although this aspect
didn't delay my initial task, it did cause delays in seeking the
approval of the Russian Authorities, particularly when by this
time the Finnish heating contractors were to be working in
parallel with our efforts, and would have required these plans.
59.
In addition to the Embassy's involvement, the Section
Architect to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Mr J. Goodchild)
and the Building Officer Overseas Posts (Mr R. Heke) had both
visited Moscow to review the situation.
Mr Goodchild visited
a second time in the early stages of my tour, both visits of
which contributed very little to the real issues and associated
problems.
60.
In reality I learned more about the building in one
day doing my own investigations, than both Mr Goodchild and
Mr Heke did collectively during their visits.

61.
I therefore recommend that irrespective of the cost
and distance, that the Team Leader should visit th~ site and
ascertain for himself the full extent of the work 1nvolved.
62.
If in this case the overall costs of visits by the
so called Technical experts was considered, it would have been
considerably cheaper to have sent me to Moscow to do my own
Recce.
The above comment is in no way intended t~ b~o point
to th~ i~divi~ua~s con~~r~:f·o~u~i~:r:iiuation, is
out that an apprec1at1on o t e pra
the work face and, in
of much more value to the personnel ~t .
element
The Finnish
few cases, really underst?od by the es1gn
•
Architect being no except1on.
63

di~creditory

/Communications
RESTRICTED
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64.
As ear~ier stated, up until the 24 November 197S
(when Cypher equ~prnent became operational) the Dipl
t '
Bag was the o~ly lin~ with the outside wo r ld, and s~m:h~~e
were long pat~ent wa~ts for replies and decisions which
t
often had to be referred to Wellington.
mos
65.
Fro~ 24 Nov~mber onwards life in the Embassy took
on a new mean~ng . and 7f necessary Wellington could be contacted
and a reply rece~ved ~n two or three days.
The telex link
was through th~ Ne~ Zealand High Commission London which tended
to slow commun~cat~ons down a little.
66.
My access to the telex system in the early stages
of the project was restricted as all material orders and
the like had to be submitted to the Administration Officer who
would action as appropriate.

67.
On finding that after one, and sometimes two days
had elapsed before any action was being taken t o transmit my
messages, I forced the issue on who was to decide on my
priorities in relation to the continuity of th e task for which
I was responsible.
It became even more frustrating when
Mr McKeon was absent from the Embassy as I then had to rely
on gaining authorisation to release my message, from some
other staff member who hadn't the slightest idea what it was
about and certainly not in a position technically or otherwise
to question the content.
68.
In the same vein to be treated like an alien in
matters of Administration by office staff who public
service grade would equate with perhaps a Lance Corporal/
Corporal in the service, was discouraging.
69

Although my comments on that issue have been fully
by the Team Leader Stage I~. in fairness to the
Embassy staff, this problem and part~cularly the use.o~ the .
telex was resolved amicably, as acceptance of my adm~n~strat1on
ability grew day by day.
By midway through the tour I wa~
releasing my own material orders and messages to the Techn~cal
Consultants in Helsinki without reference to anyone.

su~ported

70

A further thought which all parties came t~ a~~~p~he

wa~ that never before had these people h?d . to conte~ i;1there

succinct type of organisation like t~e ~~1ta7y. ;~rei n
was anything strained abou~ my r~~~t~~~h~ltw~!~med to 9 be that
Affairs throughout my deal~ngs w1
h
· e detail
they resented my planning in such compre ens~v
•
/71.
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71.
with

Defen~ew::~d~~:;~=~~ ;~s:e~~~~ss~=i~~~ed with
a.

Communications

I could not be sure that what
I had
drafted was what was actua!ly sent:
Note:
C?mmunications with Wellington
went out~~ ~ypher.and were only released
by the Adm~n~strat~on Officer, Head of
Chancery, or the Ambassador.

b.

that ~f sent (bearing in mind that all
traff~c was through London and MFA
Comrn~nications Section, Wellington)
was ~t passed on to Defence:
and

c.

If passed on to Defence, what action
was taken on receipt.

72.
. Annex C is an example of a telex which left Moscow,
was rece~ved by MFA Wellington, passed on to Defence, and no
further action taken.
73.
Even if policy had not agreed with my request, I
would have expected to have been informed that it was not going
to be actioned.

74.
In this particular instance it was very important to
me as Team Leader that families received this message as the
project was at a critical stage and up until that time there
had been a faint hope of getting the married men home for
Christmas.
75.
In the meantime I had been quite insistent that
personnel did not write home with anything definite and
unnecessarily built up their families hopes of being reunited
for Christmas.
76.
By the time I became sure that it was not going to
be possible to get them home in time, it was too late to inform
N.O.K. by letter.
Some personal contact from the team ~eader
at that time, I considered, would have been most appr?pr~ate
and a diplomatic approach to the conveyance of an obv~ously
disappointing piece of news.

77.
Although generally very supportive, the RNZE
directorate didn't always give urgency to my requests.
78
To summarise - matters which are often treated as
ve;y routine in New Zealand tak~ on a new s~gnificance when
they occur in an isolated and d~stant loc~t~on su~h as Moscow,
and therefore in my view, deserve to be g~ven a h~gher priority.
/79.
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?9·

For the younger marr · d

~s often a significant factor 7e

.

.

sold~~r ~n particular , it

For the Leadership it .
~n the ma~ntenance of morale
~s a comfort to f
1
•
f rom h omebase, especial!
wh
e~ some support
the other side.
y
en encounter~ng opposition from

Team Selection
80 •
A major contributing f t
success of the tour, was
ac or toward the overall
select my own personnel. my having been relatively free to
81.
I am not aware of th
of an officer as team leader e reason for the non-inclusion
the composition of the team 'abut s~s~ect that it was because
therefore essential that thews res r~cted _ in number and
so that where possible he coui~~el~:f~7 h~mself be a tradesman
effective labour force.
~se as part of the
82.

With no disciplinary back up therefor e it was vital
leader know his team members well , and likewise
t~e ~nd~v~dua~ members being able to anticipate and accept
'
w~thout quest~ons, the demands that were likely to be placed
on them, by that leadership.
that.th~ ~earn

83.
That the entire tour was totally incident free ,
justifies the selection process in its entirety .
84.
Attached as Annex A is a nominal roll of the Stage I
team by trade.
Pre Tour Administration
85.
I feel fortunate in having been able to administer
and process the team and its subsequent move to Moscow in
almost every detail myself.
This aspect and indeed the 'eye
ball to eye ball' contact that I was able to maintain direct
with all parties concerned in the deployment was of great value
in gaining a first hand understanding of what I was in for,
and probably more importantly, placed me in a prime position
to directly influence a number of issues that were likely to
have an effect on the performance and morale of my team.
86.
This personal involvement enabled me to establish.
a firm base upon which to command with confidence and certa~nty.
For this opportunity I shall remain eternally grateful to
LtCol K.H. Mitchell, Chief Engineer at that time.
/Security
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Security Briefing

87.
. The team was briefed in New Zealand prior to
emba~kat1on, by a r~pres~ntative of the Defence Intelligence

Sect1o~, a~d on arr1~al 1n London visited the British
Co~u~1c~t1o~s Techn1cal Services Department , where a day
~am1l7a~1sa~1on co~rse on the methods of detection and
7dent1f1cat1on of bugging' devices was conducted.
On arrival
1n Moscow a further written brief was perused by a l l team
members, which outlined the do's and don't's on th e local
scene.

88.
I consider this type of introduction to the
Communist environment as a most important part of the
conditioning required to operate for any period inside an
Eastern Block country.
89.
I am now entirely satisfied that most soldiers are
not 'security conscious' enough.
To this end I would strongly
recommend that all servicemen who are deployed t o Moscow have
a thorough briefing , preferably by the Foreign Office Staff
in London, before they arrive in the Soviet Union.
90.
The fact that all personnel are vetted and cleared
to Top Secret, is no guarantee that they remain a good risk.
That members of the Diplomatic Staff have fallen foul of the
KGB, leaves us, the uninitiated , very vulnerable.
Security Doors

91.
Whilst in London I visited the Public Service Agency
Where I was thoroughly briefed on the fi~i~g and f~tting of
the Strong Room Doors.
Ot~er t~an 7ece1v1ng the 1ncorrect
plans in Moscow, I found th1s br1ef 1nvaluable.
92
Without exception , both at this department and at the
co~unications Technical Services Department, I was well
received and everyone who spoke to me wa~ very comp~tent and
thorough in all aspects of their respect1ve profess1ons.
Guard Duty
had no intention or desire to get involved
93.
Although I
weekend Security of equipment and the
with the evening and with no alternative as MFA had restricted
Embassy, I was faced
/the
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the composition of the team to eight personnel one of Whi h
was a Cook.
Their reason was that two additi~nal personae
would be travelling to Moscow and would be employed in the
role of Guards throughout the deployment.
94.
Seven tradesmen was less than the minimum number
which I considered necessary to perform as a properly balanced
team.
95.
A compromise was therefore necessary and to this
end (and not without a fight) I persuaded MFA to d r op the
Guards, allow me two tradesmen in lieu, and in return I would
accept responsibility for security.
96.
At the beginning of September when the Cypher
equipment, security doors, intruder alarm system, security locks
and all of the other ancillary security stores arrived by
Courier vehicle from London , the Guard Duty commenced.
The
effects of the duty were as follows:

a.

because this equipment was stored and
secured in the basement of the Embassy it
had to be kept under surveillance night
and day.
There was a requirement for
either Ssgt Findon or myself to be in the
Embassy at all times:

b.

from the time reconstruction work commenced
in the Chancery on the arrival of the main
body, one member of the team was required
to sleep on site:

c.

as the formation of the secure area within
the Chancery was at the stage of the fitting
of the first of the Strong Room Doors, the
night watch was increased to two team . members,
one of which remained in the area dur~ng meal
hours:
and

d.

during the weekend daylight of~ duty peri~ds.
one of the two Guards was requ~red to be ~n
the Chancery full time.

·
the number of two
97.
The main reason for increas~ng
was so that they could:
a.

b.

be strategically placed throughout the
secure area:
and
e to sleep during the
were there f ore abl
silent hours.
/98.
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Although not a particularly arduous task, it did
restrict what little leisure time was available to the
individual.
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PERSONNEL MATTERS

Welfare

99.
The team operated its own bar the hours of which
were laid down by the team leader and within the bar area there
was a pool table and dart board.
Toward the latter stages of
the tour films were borrowed from the British Embassy and
shown on Wednesday and Sunday evenings.
100.
Other Western Embassy bar facilities were available
to the team on Friday and Saturday evenings and most team
members made use of the opportunity to get away from the confined
quarters of the New Zealand Embassy.
Accommodation

101.
Accommodation was very cramped but quite adequate
and was provided partially in the basement and partially in
the Attic.
Messing

102.
Messing was provided in a kitchen/dining room area
in the attic, again cramped, but served the purpose more than
well.
Entertainment

~~f~h

reas~nably

A hi blight of the tour was the splendi~ entertainment
was
readily available on the bas1s of a few
tickets at a time and at a very reasonable cost.
Ballet _ (Bolshoi Theatre)
Opera _ (Bolshoi Theatre)
Puppet Show
,
Circus _ both 'new and old
Red Army Ensemble visited per10d1cally
Ice Hockey (in season)
Ice Ballet (in season)
0

0

h majority of personnel
104.
Although due todfat~fuef ~h!se performances, it did
would sleep through a goo pa
o to unwind a little and to get
provide a first class opportun1ty
away from the Embassy.
0

0

/105.
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105.

In addition to these perform
interesting and historical displays whr~~e~o~~derbee wa~ ~tandy
freely.
v1a1 e
Red Army Museum
Park of Economic Achievement
Boridino Museum
Chaning of the Guards of Lenins Tomb

and many more, too numerous to list
If the Russians excel
in nothing else, they have certainly done so in this area of
entertainment.

106.
A television set was purchased by the Embassy for
the team and was situated in a small lounge in the Basement
which was set aside as a 'quiet' room.
Laundry

107.

Washing machines and Dryers were installed temporarily
in both the Basement and Attic, for use by team members. Soap
powder if not taken to Moscow, could be imported from Finland
as could any other toiletries as personal requirements such as
toothpaste, soap, razor blades etc , could not be purchased in
Moscow and were in most instances, taken from New Zealand.
Pay and Allowances

108.

Pay and Allowances were good and were paid as follows:
a.

Standard two weekly pay drawn in advance
prior to leaving New Zealand (based on a
maximum period of three months detachment):
and

b.

Allowances were calculated by the Embassy
and drawn on as required, to meet living
expenses.

This system worked wel 1 and a ny undrawn balance was paid out at
the end of the TOO.
Discipline
Disciplinary problems Were absolutely non-existent
ave me
and without exception, each and every member of the team 9

1 09.

/their
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from any single one of them as they all performed above and beyond
the call of duty.
110.
The intense pressure that was p! aced on the team at
the work ~ace and the physiological stress imposed by the need
for secur~ty to be observed to the letter , coupled with the
active interest that the KGB had been taking in the affairs of
some of the Embassy Staff, caused me some concern at times, as
there existed plenty of potential for things to have got on top
of the less stable members of the team.
111.
As a team they became inseparable and p e rhaps because
of the respect that they developed for each other in the
difficult situation that it was, fostered truly , the spirit of
teamwork.
Without labouring t he point and to sum up , it will
112.
have been the most memorable experience that I have had with
men, in my 20 years of service life. and in ever y . respect, they
were a credit to the New Zealand Army and the Eng~neer Corps.
Morale
113.
Although tied in directly w~th discipl~ne the morale
factor is worthy of mention. It rema~ned very h~gh throughou~
the tour and I am sure that a number of factors influenced th~s
outcome.
a.

b.

c.

there was an abundance of work and because
the project was late gettin~ under way our
backs were continuously aga~~st the wall
trying to make up for lost t~me and to
compensate for the additional wor~load
(because the New Zealand Post Off~ce Tea~
had to come as originally scheduled desp~te
our late start):
although I had planned for a 66 h~ur wee:ne
at no stage thro~ghou~h!~e 7 ~a~:u~~dt~~~efore
member complete ess k.
day there were few
b the end of the wor ~ng
1
w~o wanted to do anything else but s eep.
significant and
the long hours produced very
d the
d
by day advances towar
noticeable ~y
h. h as in itself great
finished proJect, w ~c w
. •
encouragement to all to keep go~ng,

/d.
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Allied Embassies who were having alteration
work carried out on their own establishments
by local labour were noticeably impressed
by the contrasting efforta of the New Zealand
Team and were immensely complimentary towards
us: and

e.

in general the buildup of an excellent
reputation, one which no individual ,
wanted to be responsible for tarnishing
in any way.

114.
My own previous experiences in small detachments such
as this, has convinced me of the importance of keeping people
fully employed, and well organised.
It is generally when soldiers have too much time on
their hands that disciplinary problems arise.
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LOGISTIC MATTERS

Purchasing
115 •
The project materials were
bui~ding contracting organisation in proc~re~ for us by a
bas1s of 15% of the material
Hels1nk1, on a commission
any other i
'd
cost plus freight charges and
orders.
nc1 ental expenses incurred in administering the
116.

This particular organisation OY B
on :econstruction work i~ef~eL~~~~~tB~nr~~e
ent1rely familiar with Customs requirements
1n 1n.an and ~he Soviet Union. Despite the lan ua e
problems wh1ch made 1nterpretation at times difficult gthg
system worked well.
•
e

th~:~lve; engaged
~th .er~.o~e ~ere

11?.
.
Transportation was most commonly by truck and trailer
un1t w1th ~ payload ~f 30 tonne maximum each trip.
Wher7 poss1ble mater1als were ordered in sufficient quantities
to f1ll each truck and trailer unit in order to facilitate
speedy processing by the Soviet Customs. The rail system for
smaller consignments was an acceptable alternative.
Customs Clearance
118.
In most instances materials were ordered by Telex
and all orders placed by Thursday of each week, would be
consolidated in Larsens yards where they would be loaded into
a truck and trailer unit.
Larsens would prepare a Customs
declaration and export data sheet (as required by Finnish
Government for export records) and after inspection by Customs
Officers, the vehicle and trailer would be 'sealed' and
despatched to Moscow.

119.
The customs declaration was prepared in both Finnish
and Russian to facilitate legal access through the Russian
customs on the border between the two countries.
120.
Meantime Larsens would Telex a detailed list of the
contents of the consignment, to the New Zealand Embassy, where
another Customs declaration was prepared in Russian for
clearance of the consignment on arrival in Moscow.
121.
At 0900 on the Tuesday following the des~atch of the
vehicle from Helsinki, it would arrive at customs 1n Moscow
and be met by the Administration Officer with the customs
declaration prepared by our Embassy.
122.

Where the entire load was consigned to the New Zealand
/Embassy
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.
.
Customs, i t would be releasedai~~~~ ~n1pect~on by Russian
only a portion was for our
. e ~a e y.
However, where
directed to a place called ~~OJ~7t• ,the vehicl7 would be
city where it would be offloa~:d~~~d ~~:~k!~.m~les out of the

123.

The disadvantage of spilt loads therefore were:

a.

~.·rrespective of the size of the consignment,

~t took a minimum of three days to gain a
customs clearance:

b.

multiple handling inevitably cause additional
damage to that incurred in transit:
and

c.

the m~terials had to be uplifted from the
clea~~ng ~tation and if in large quantity

or d~mens~ons, could not be handled by
Embassy vehicles.
This necessitated
calling in Russian transport at a cost and
usually to the detriment of the materials.

124.
Generally the handling of materials at all stages
by the Russian agencies, was very rough and careless.
In
almost every consignment where fragile or perishable goods
were processed through Tushina, considerable loss through
damage by careless handling or deterioration by being exposed
to the elements was experienced.
125.
It was particularly important therefore that material
requirements were under constant review as the obsolute minimum
delivery time, from time of order was five days.
It has to be
borne in mind that every last item of materials and equipment
down to the last screw, nail and washer, had to be imported
from Finland.
Material Familiarisation

126.
One could very easily assume that the basic building
materials which we in New Zealand are accustomed, would be the
same or similar in composition to that available in other
Western Countries.
127.
Unfortunately that is not true so for a time, it
was a case of experimentation by trial and error.
Example:

Finnish Gib-board 'stopping compound'
/in
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that_manufactured in New Zealand but h 0
appl~ed 'Kiwi' fashion did not set. wA~~er
a great deal of experimenting without
success ~he_mixing instructions · were taken
to the F7nn~sh Embassy in Moscow for
t7a~slat~on.
The important part of the
m7x~ng_procedure had been ignored, ie, once
~xed ~t had to be left for 30 minutes before
use.

1~8..
From then on a great deal of use was made of the
~~nn~sh ~bassy for the interpretation of mixing and application
~nstruct~ons for those materials not familiar to us.
Tools and Equipment
129.
Other than the Team Leader all personnel took their
personal issue tool kit and 3 Field Squadron provided some
supplementation in the form of Electric Drills and expendables
(Hacksaw blades, drill bits, sandpaper etc).
130.
Because there was a general shortage of toolkits in
the RNZE Squadrons and that in the normal course of my
employment I am not issued with a kit, it was decided that my
tools should be purchased in Helsinki as a charge against the
Project.
The indirect benefit of this was that the Embassy
were going to develop a pool of equipment which could be
utilised by the Embassy Attache (Handyman).
131.
All other equipment, skill saw, Ramset Gun and
attachments, electric portable sander, combination saw-bench
- thicknesser and planner, etc, were purchased against the
project and will be disposed of as seen fit by the Embassy
at the conclusion of the task.
~

132.
For unloading of materi?ls ex Helsink~ and loadin9 al
of numerous cubic metres of demol~shed rubble, ~t was a typ~c
Engineer 'beg borrow and steal' situation.
~t th~ usua~
personal expense of individuals, social relat~~nsh~ps. ~7~ht
0
those persons in the area that could be ~f obv~o~s bene ~
our cause were well maintained.
In th~s.case ~i-~:sa~de
American Embassy who regularly lent us the~r For ~
Bucket Loader.
/Vehicles
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133.
The Embassy's vehicle establishment was as follows:
a.
Mercedes long bodied car (~mbassadors Car).
b.
Volvo Sedan.

c.
d.

Borga Station Wagon (Russian manufactured).
Mercedes covered van (1 tonne cap).

134. ,
Bearing in mind that these vehicles were a ~n1 mum
requ~rement for the day to day operation of the Embassy , any
requ1re~ent for transport for the maintenance of the team or
the.p~o)ect, tended to overtax both drivers and transport
adm1n1strators.
135.
The most notable effect was on the team Cook who
required a ration run each day.
Because of the vehicle
sho~tfall, he could not predetermine when he could uplift his
rat1ons and very often for this reason, it became difficult
to plan his meal preparation around his shopping.
136.
On occasions a vehicle was available , but no driver ,
so one of the Embassy staff, if available , was required to fill
in.
On other occasions staff utilised their private vehicle to
assist in this area.
137.
Although on official Passports the team enjoyed no
Diplomatic privilege nor immunity and were therefore not
permitted by the Embassy to self drive.
A most unsatisfactory
situation but one I readily agreed with in order to reduce
the vunerability of team members to not uncommon KGB tactics.
138.
No one could predict the Soviet reaction to 'Soldiers
in disguise' nor the effects of restricting access to the
Chancery to the Russian staff, so every reasonable precaution
to protect the team had to be considered.
139.
At a meeting with MFA subsequent to ~y.return to
New Zealand the issue was discussed and a dec1s1on made to
purchase an'additional vehicle, (already within exi~ting
entitlement) and to employ an additional driver , pr1or to the
arrival of the Stage II Team.
140
To dispose of the demolished material. a 'Tip' truck
was.borrowed periodically from the British Embassy.
An advantage
to the manpower imbalance in the team was the fact that the
/rubbish
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·
could travel with the truck.
uss4ans

141..
~ot so advantageous to the Emba~sy however as the
Russ4an d~4vers demanded additional payment for this task, and
the quant4ty of Vodka for the maintenance of incentive.
Repair and Maintenance

142.
It is important to realise that the Embassy had to be
completely self contained in the sense that all maintenance and
repair work, if at all possible, had to be carried out by own
resources (except for works required on the buildings).
In
Moscow itself as in the rest of the Soviet Union , there are no
Service Stations or Garages for vehicle repairs or servicing.
One could not obtain the services of a General Engineering
nature anywhere, as no such service exists.
The concept of
'State' ownership and control of all resources is a difficult
one to grasp.
143.
As an example, if the Ambassadors car or for that
matter any of the vehicles required any major servicing or
repair, they had to be driven to Helsinki, a trip of some 16 hours
non-stop driving.
144.
This of course applied to the construction team and
as well as coping with our own prob~ems, the ~earn was imposed
on at times to attend to routine ma1ntenance 1n and around the
Embassy.
Rations

145
Rations were purchasedon an 'as required' and
'as. available' basis.
Cold storage was l~mi~ed in the Embassy
so large bulk orders of frozen foods was d4ff1cult to store.
Bulk purchases were generally restrict~d to it:ms that were
difficult to procure or were seasonal 4n natur •
Other than bread, which could be purchased from a
146.
.
t 'f not all other food lines were
number of baker1es, mo~ 1
. 5 ermarket' (Gastronom).
purchased from the 'D1plomat1c tu~ ted to Diplomatic staff and
Shopping in this comp~ex was res r4c
a few privileged Russ1ans.
The quality of the food was generally g~od but veryally
147.
S
k mince, chicken and f1sh ~ere uslu
limited in variety. On ~~= ~ery odd occasions mutton 1n ~mal
always available.
would need to be shopp1ng
quantities could be found but one
/around
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pick it up, as the 1nfrequency of availability made it
attractive to all.
148.
Delicacies such as marmite, honey, kornies , weetbix,
tomato sauce, worcester sauce and ingredients such as baking
powder, custard powder and food essences had to be imported
from Finland.. To establish any reasonable variety at all,
a large quant1ty of food was imported.
At the time I left
Moscow, the New Zealand Embassy were awaiting a consignment
of meat from New Zealand and prior to this, regular meat
orders were placed in London and flown in by British Airways.
149.
This practice raises the cost of living considerably ,
but is the only way in which a balanced diet and reasonable
variety can be maintained.
150.
Food in the Soviet Union is not inexpensive either ,
and in June 1979 at the time of my last visit, steak cost
$NZ4 per pound.
Mince meat is made from the same quality meat
as the steak so the price is not significantly d i fferent.
Vegetables not available in the Gastronom could be purchased on
the local market, but at 2 Roubles ($NZ2.84) per kilogram, this
source was used only as a last resort and waste was kept to a
minimum.
Medical Services
151.
A comprehensive first aid kit was taken to Moscow
to cope with the day to day scratches and abras~o~s.
Further
medical services were provided by either the Br1t1sh or
American resident Doctors, but where possible the former was
consulted first.
152.
Where surgery or special~st tEmrebatmentpow~fcyre~~r~~deed
the patient was treated in Helsink1 as
assy
'Western' policy wastth~;· ~~c)·=~~e~nt~h~h~a;~v~!te:=~~~~~ysystem.
surgery, no one was o

5

153.

Dental treatment of any kind could only be administered

in Helsinki.
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Material Usage and Cost
154.
From the time of the arri 1
·
the .departure . of the team (less thev;ou~fv~~~n~:~~ body until
proJect durat~on was of four months and . d
Guards~ the
short period 130 tonnes of new m
.
s~x ays. . In th~s
a value of $NZ128 000
I
th ater~als . had been ~nstalled for
. 14 od . tonnes of
bto
u~
~ng.

d~mollshednmat:r:~: h:~~~~e~P~~~~:~t~~~m3 ~he

Working Hours
155.
The te~ averaged 80 working hours per week , the
shortest week be~ng 76 hours and the longest 100 hours.
In
order to compensate for an imbalance
of tradesmen in some
trades it was not uncommon for individuals to wor k a 24 hour shift.
Climatic Variations

1~6.

With a Summ~r temperature high of +33° Celsius , to a
low of -45 Celsius, extremes of both hot and cold were
experienced. The Winter of 1978 was in fact the coldest ever
recorded in Moscow and brought with it some disastrous results ,
not the least of which were experienced by the team. Frozen
heaters, burst pipes, car engines and wheels frozen solid, was
very commonplace. Some Emabssy staff resorted to leaving their
car motors running throughout the night in order to prevent them
freezing solid. One of the major problems being that there were
no garaging facilities available to them.
.

~d-w~nter

Official Status
157
The Construction Team travelled to Moscow on 'official'
pas~ports only, and therefore could not enjoy the benefits n~r
protection of 'Diplomatic Immunity'. This w~s.very frustrat~ng
at times and certainly added to our vulnerab~l~ty to the Sov~et
system.
The main disadvantages were:
a.

long delays in being processed by Customs
on arrival and departure from the International Airport, and during border crossings by train:

b.

subject to baggage and personnel checks by
/Customs
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c.

d.
e.

~n and out of Moscow):
no 'Queue' jump ·
. .
which was enjoy~~gbpr~~~leges , something
the Diplomatic Corpys ~ Mo~her members of
·
~n
oscow ( wh · h
~ncluded such people as hand
~c .
tradesman and the like):
yman, ma~ntenance

the ability to self drive even official
vehicles: and
necessitated movement by foot at all times,
at least in pairs.

The latter two restrictions
·
Ambas.sador for our own protect;on but were ~mposed by the
the others were pa r t an d
par t ~a 1 of the Soviet system. ~
158.
Whilst all these things may not sound so bad the reade
can be as~ured th~t collectively , they exposed t he i ndividual tor
~lot of.~ncon~en~ence and frustration, all of which could have
een avo~ded w1th a Diplomati c Passport.
159.
Initially I accepted that for protocol reasons it
was not ~~sible to issue Diplomatic Passports, but couldn't
h~l~ not~c1ng that, without exception, every other person who
V1s~te~ M~scow from New Zealand did so on a Diplomatic Passport.
On rev~ew~ng the r~a~on for the visit and the departmental status
of so~e of 7hose v1s~tors, one found it difficult not to suspect
some ~ncons1stency w1th MFA policy.
Mounting Procedures

160.
Reference B appointed 3 Field Squadron as Mounting
Unit for the Moscow deployment, a responsibility it has had
throughout the Army's involvement on this Project, and from the
beginning of the planning of the Stage I tour through to now
I personally have administered most of the movement to and from
Moscow, the pre-embarkation documentation and have kept in constant
contact with subsequent Team Leaders in the form of an administrative
and logistic back up, as and when required.
161.
There have been times when the response and co-operation
from other units has been less than I would have expected. On
one occasion when, NZLF as a higher Headquarters, was requested
to assist in the actioning of administrative matter, in the form
of exerting some official influence on another unit, tJ:ey reacted
very strongly against this Squadron. On another occas~on, an
/OC of a Field
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fron1 the Chief E ·
p e e Y ~sregarded an instruction
briefing in Lint~~~~~~: to release his personnel for a team
162.
Let me be quite cl~ar that. this . is in no way a 'gripe'
but is intended merely to ra
~se an ~ssue that I consider should
be looked into, that, how much authority is invested in the
Mounting Unit.

163.
The administration of this particular TOO has been
~nusua~ ~nd,perhaps unlikely to occur again. Because of the

.class~f~ed

nature of the location of the project (particularly

~n the early s~ages) it was necessary to some extent to bypass
the normal cha~n of command procedures something which may have

been considered 'abrasive' to some.

164.
Often it was necessary to process Soldiers very quickly
in order to reduce the time to get them on their way.
(Normally
six weeks - a minimum time for the Russians to process a Visa
application). A further restriction was that the Foreign Office
Security Briefing in London was held only every second Thursday.
If planned departure dates were, in any way altered, because a
particular Unit didn't respond to a request by this Headquarters ,
then it meant a two week delay until next briefing.
165.
It appeared to me that as the Mounting Unit, 3 Field
Squadron was at the complete mercy of the Squadron Commanders of
Units, from which, the detachment personnel had been selected.

166.
Whilst I agree that the Unit Commander must b~ ~ree t~
command his Unit personnel as he sees fit, from and adm~n~strat~ve
point of view it could become an impossible situation for the
mounting unit, if it has no authority over appointed detachment
personnel.
167.
It is my opinion that suitable terms ~f . reference
be established, which would facilitate more eff~c7ent a~d less
restrictive mounting administration, by the Mount~ng Un~t. and
where necessary, be enforceable.
Public Relations
Through the New Zealand Embassy Administration Officer,
168 •
'd
Public Relations exercise,
I was asked if I would cons~ er a Ice Hockey Rink at the Angle
in the form of the erection of an
American School.
/169.
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~n~e~~;;~ ~~~pel;~dedand

Sa~urday

less
one
morning the entire
projec~ which normally took
the task 1n record time. A
approx1mately five hours.
two or three days was completed in

~~~es

.It consisted of a number of prefabricated timbered
wh1ch bolted together and were braced vertically, to
timber pegs driven into the ground
The '
1
frames was the flooded with water, .frozenQ~Yeawr~~e~sed by these
and levelled by a motorized grader.
temperatures,
171.
This formed the only outdoor recreational facility in
the School throughout the Winter months. The Anglo American
Sc~ool catered for most of the English speaking nations, including
ch1ldren of the New Zealand Diplomatic Staff in Moscow.
Environmental Stresses
172.
The comprehensive and thorough briefing which the Team
received prior to, and on arrival in Moscow, had put a whole new
light on Communist methods and ideology. So much so, that it
created a physiological stress that for a time, became a burden
to live with.
173.
I believe that I was fortunate in having been in Moscow
for a month before the main body, as it gave me reasonable time
to analyse, and adjust to, this new way of life. It had put into
reasonable perspective some basic but important guidelines which
I was better equipped to communicate to the other members of my
party on their arrival.
174.
These guidelines became known as the 'Golden Rules'
in Moscow and if strictly adhered to, would reasonably ensure,
that one would not easily fall foul of compromise.

a.

Do not indulge in Russian Women:

b.

Do not indulge in Black Market activity:

c.

Do not over indulge in Alcohol:

d.

Do not discuss personalities:

e.

In vehicles and buildings always assume
that you are being overheard: and

f.

Always move in pairs (an Emba~sy ruling
anyway but one which was resc1nded f~r
subsequent teams up until the Afghan1stan
Conflict).

/175.
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175.

It is not widely known b t th
'
the New Zealand Embassy during th u 1 e ~rade Commissioner in
f?ul of.the KGB for having been . e ear Y stages of this tour ran
H
d d
1nvolved on the Black Market
1S rap1
eparture from Moscow very effec~ively reinforced these
rules and I am happy to say that they were all rigidly adhered to
throughout Stage I.
Hospitality

176.
It is an unfortunate fact of life that wherever our Army
has deployed 'Sappers' (for that matter any of its soldiers) we
hav~ not been ~elf-supporting and have had to rely heavily on our
All1es for ass1stance, in one form or another. My personal
experience of two tours to Vietnam were good examples, and my
time in Moscow was no exception.
177..
The Finns in the line of business were always extremely
hosp1table d~rin~ our time . in Helsinki and therefore placed us
unde: an obl1gat1on to rec1procate when they were in Moscow,
part1cularly when we provided the only acceptable diet to them in that
country.
178.
Quite apart from the Finns, every person be they Russian
or Western, that visited the project, were entertained one way or
the other by the Team, either in the form of morning or afternoon
teas, meals or socially.
179.
To cover the cost of social entertainment, the bar
prices paid by team members was set in order to show a profit
sufficient to meet such expenses. The cost of food was met as a
charge against the rations account.
180.

It will be appreciated that a TOO of this nature
necessitated a considerable public relations effort and so was an
ongoing thing, all at the personal expense of the Sappers.

At a meeting in Head Office MFA Wellington, subsequ~nt
to my return to New Zealand and prior to the Stage II team go1ng
to Moscow, attended by LtCol Wedde, Mr B. Br?wn• Mr D. Robertson
MFA the Ambassador Mr J.H. Weir and the Min1stry of Works
Architect Mr J. Goodchild and Building Officer (Overseas.P~sts)
Mr R. Heke, I raised the subject of an Expense Account s1m1lar to
that operated by at least four of the Embassy Staff.

181.

182.
resolved.

Whilst I received a sympathetic hearing nothing ~as
My point is that a small amount of money set as1de to
/assist
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assis~ in entertainment, when compared with the $128000 spent on
mater1als, would have been a 'drop in the ocean'.
183.

Without wishing to sound 'Mercenary' it is not

unreasonab~e to expect.tha~ more considerations could be given
t~ t~e.subJect of . ho~p~tal1ty, thereby removing the unreasonable

l1ab1l1ty of any 1nd1v1dual to 'buy' his assistance.
Visitors

184.
A number of departmental representatives visited the
Embassy for one reason or another during our TOO. Because they
were accommodated in Soviet Hotels which did not in anyone's
opinion serve acceptable food, they or the Embassy inevitably
approached me with a request to allow them to eat with the team.
Understanding their plight it was difficult to refuse them and in
each case the individuals concerned, paid a casual meal rate·
which was struck by the Cook, based on an estimated cost of the
rations involved.
185.
Without exception, every New Zealander that visited
Moscow in an official capacity, was fed by the Construction Team.
186.
In addition to this casual meal service, by arrangement
with me prior to leaving New Zealand, the Post Office Te~ of
three technicians, were catered for by us, througho~t the1~ stay.
(This team was installing the Telex system and the secure room).
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Handover
205.
On 11 May 1979 I returned to Moscow with
W02 A.J. Sinclair for a formal handover of the project for the
Stage II operation.
206.
The handover was very successful and facilitated
good technical continuity of a reasonably sophisticated task.
It also provided me with an opportunity to personally introduce
W02 Sinclair to all those he would be associated with on the
technical side and to ensure that he was going to maintain the
level of respect and authority, that I had to fight to obtain.
Something which was necessary in order to maintain sufficient
independence to ensure reasonable unimpended progress.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

207.
For any future deployment of a similar nature, I
would make the following recommendations:
a.

that regardless of the distance and cost,
the Team Leader visit the intended project
and conduct his own evaluation;

b.

that a higher priority be given to
administrative matters in conjunction
with the maintenance of any similar team
during their 'in theatre' operation;

c.

where possible and practicable the Team
Leader maintain some influence over the
selection of team members;

d.

that all personnel who for any reason
are required to enter Eastern block
countries, attend the Foreign Office
Security Briefing in London;

e.

that suitable and authorative terms of
reference be estublished for the unimpeded
and effective administration of selected
team members by the mounting unit;
and

f.

that the situation where individuals are
out of pocket in order to ~unction.
efficiently be considered ~n the l~ght of
the circumstances prevailing.

(E.W. BRUCE)
Warrant Officer Class One
Team Leader
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A.

Detachment Nominal Roll

B.

Project Organisation

C.

Copy of a Telex to Lt Col H.E. Wedae

D.

Photographic Hecord - Original Chancery

E.

Proposed Chancery Layout

F.

Photographic Record- Chancery 'As Built'

G.

Typical Examples of the Esculation of some
Tasks

H.

Summary of Unscheduled Tasks
Appendix I:

I.

Fire Protection

Public Relations Task and General
Appendix I:

Distribution:

NZ Def Army (Attn CE)
NZLF

(2)

3 TFR

Internal:
Team Leader
File
Corps Memorial Library
For Information:
1 Fd Sqn
2 Fd Sqn
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Typical Floor Construction

DETACHMENT NOMINAL ROLL

Number

Rank

Name

A39077
Y41514
Y42503
G40233

'NO I

SSgt
SSgt
SSgt

E.'N. Bruce
C.J. Oliver
G Findon
D.G. Staines

U46892
L737022
547718
R44474
546108
F47546
E764064
E47499

Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Spr
Cpl

M.F. Shelford
P.H. Taiapa
K.J.L. Peterson
B.J. Clark
G.L. Stack
B. Church
I.L. Stobie
W.A. Paul

Appointment
~d2
(Team Leader)
2IC

Ri:STRICTED

Trade
Carpenter & Joiner
Carpenter & Joiner
Electrician
Flumber/Gasfitter/DrainLayer
Plasterer/Bricklayer
Electrician
Carpenter & Joiner
Carpenter & Joiner
Carpenter & Joiner
Painter & Decorater
Painter & DecoratE·r
Chef

Unit

3 Fd Sqn
3 Fd Sqn
2 Fd Sqn
3 Fd Sqn
3 Fd .Gqn
1 Fd Sqn
3 Fd Sqn
3 Fd Sqn
3 Fd Sqn
3 Fd Sqn
1 Fd Sqn
9 Comp Sqn
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ANNEX B TO
3 FD S@ 34/1/26
DATED ~/ APR 8

•""""'""".l.J.l~V.L..C...iJ

Ambassador

Administration Officer (Project Officer)

(UPDK)
Directorate of Services
To Diplomatic Corps
Engineer

- RNZE Team Leader - Finnish Architect

r ------,
I
Electrical
Engineer

Plumbing
Engineer

Structural
Engineer

& Gas Heating &

Fire
Ventilating Engineer
Engineer

Purchasing & Freighting
Agent - Helsinki

Electricans
2

Plumber
1

Electrical
Consultant

Plumbing
Consultant

Heating and
Ventilating
Consultant

Purchasing Agent Electrical
Components

Carpenters
4

Joiner
1

(Elements of the RNZ~ Construction Team)
RESTRICTED

Painters
2

Bricklayer/Plasterer
1
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ANNEX C '1'0

3DATED
FD s%j M1 ~~
o
MOS 768
RR WELLINGTON
GR 280

CONFIDENTIAL
FROM MOSCOW
TO WELLINGTON

11 DECEMBER 1978
575

ROUTINE

IFOR LT COL H.E. WEDDE
WOULD YOU PLEASE FORWARD 'l'HE FOLLO\VING MES~ AGE
F AJIIJILIES OF ALL TEAM MEMBERS:
I 1

i.,!UOTE 1

·ro

WIVES/

I

D.!!;AR MRS (NAME)
Bt:CAUSE OUH \':ORK IN MUSCOW I:J A LIT'l'LE MORE
INVOLVED THAN FIRST BNVISAGED IT IG NOI'I NOT
POSSIBLE FOR YOUR HUBBAND/SON '1'0 BE BACK IN NEW
ZEALAND IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS.
CHRISTMAS IS A TIME FOR FAMILIES AND AS A
FATHER OF 'THREE CHILDREN I KNOW JUt>T HOW IMl'ORTANT
IT IS TO BE TOGETHER AT THIS TIME.
I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT THE WHOLE TEAM IS DOING
A TRE~ffiNDOUS JOB AND ARE ALL WORKING VERY HARD
TOWARDS BEING HOME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
ON BEHALF OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER LT COL H.E.
WEDDE, AND HIS STAFF, MAY I EXTEND TO YOU AND YOUR
FAMILY MY VERY BEST WISHES AND EVERY BLESSING FOR
FOR FESTIVE SEASON.
KIND REGARDS,
EDDIE BRUCE,
TEAM LEADER
I I

UNQUOTE I

I

,' .

IT WOULD APPEAR UNNECESSARY NO'Il 'l'O PHONE YOU AS THE MATTER
N QUESTION 'NOULD SEEM TO HAVE BEEN RESOLVED BUT SUGGEST YOU
•.SK MF A FOR A COFY OF MY LAST 'TELEX TO THEM AS THIS SHOULD CLARIFY

'HE WHOLE SITUATION FOR YOU.
~
,
,•
OLIVER C. J. IS STILL ADAMANT THAT liiS WIFE HA::; NOT RECEIVED
I S PAY ARREARS SO WOULD YOU PLEASE INVESTIGATE.
ERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL. EDDIE BRUCE.

CKD
/1358L'. MOS
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CHANCERY

LAYOUT

:NOT£S:

1.

.Refer to the floor plan at the end of this
section, for the position that the photograph was taken from, and the direction
the Cameraman was facing.

2.

The number against each print corresponds
with the encircled number on the floor
plan.
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Walls

removed
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Open1ngs

sealed

off

....... New walls
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CHANCERY : MOSCOW
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CHANCERY

RECORD
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Bu I L T

I

NuT.i::S:

1.

Refer to the floor plan at the end of this
section for the position that the photograph
was taken from, and the direction the Cameraman
was facing.

2.

The number against each print corresponds
with the encircled number on the plan.
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1.

Receptionist r elocated under Main Stairway.

of 0t a irway lined and stippled.

2.

un~ er s ide

'

Maj n Lntrance
Re 1·1 ired and r c-stippled
Boukc &se constructed
Ne .~ Chandelie:r fitted.

/

.

rt£S'l'HI CT ED

m
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-34.
Remodelled 'Archway' entrance either side of
foyer leading to the Secure ~rea on one side and, . P15
on the other. These Archways and the Ceiling as shown
in print Number 6 are an example of the magnificant
Plastering efforts of Cpl Shelford.

5.

New Feature wall dividing P13 and P3.

·.

6.
New Ceiling in Foyer showing the replacement
Chandelier.
In the left hand corner, can be seen the
Television Camera which monitors the Foyer area.
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Trade Commissioners Office P5.

11.
View through door into Trade Commissioners
Conference Room P6.

12.

Toilet.
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View from Ambassadors Office Door loo~ing
toward control Door on the left and Telex compartment
and Telex on right.

14.
Ambassadors Secretary. Steel Grill a~ shown
below concealed by curtain.
Tqis view shows the entrance
to the second Secretarys Office (through double doors).

15 .

Steel Grill in the closed position.

H~STHlC'l'BD
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-716.
View of Ambassadors relocated office entrance
on the left and the doorway to PS on the right.

17.

Second Secretarys Office PS.

1 U..

As above but looking from ou t s~· de wall.

)

)

o
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19 .

Ambassadors Off ice Desk F9.

20 .
Room .

Opposite end of office showing Conference

(

(

21 .
Looking towards the Registry. On the left at
the end of the passage, can be seen the Strong Room Do or
recess ed into the passage wall.
Fore ground is the Ambassadors Secretarys J esk
on whi ch t he Television screen which monitors the Foyer
area is located.
This is wher e the Guard is positioned
when en duty .

(
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-922.
Along the passage looking towards Ambassadors
Secretary.
On the left is seen a recessed Mail Compartment
for Embassy Staff.
l''urther down on the left the Telephone P.A.B.X. Unit which is located in the previous
entrance to the ~bassadors Office.

23 .
Close-up view of the entrance to the Registry.
Strongroom door on the left and the Stable door arrangement on the inside.

:.4.

Office of the Head of Ch ance ry (Counsellor)
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25.
Counsellors Desk. On the right hand wall at
floor level, can be seen the Electrical. trunking which
carried all wiring including telephone lines to the
offices along the outside walls of the building.

26 .

..:.7 •

ro om OJ.nd

View of entrance t.J above office P10 •

Inside the reg 1· stry looking towa rds the st
speech area.
,
rong

~ ecure

I
Phis view shows the surface
t d 'M
n sul ~ted Copper Coated' (MI,C)
. . moun e.
etal
Secur _ty in this area.
v
w1r1ng, requ1red for
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28.
Steel Grill Securing Window in outsi4e wall of
registry .
Intruder alarm system on far wall.

)

29.
Air Conditioner along base of wall P11/P12
sho.ving hood which captures half of total capa.c ity of the
Unit and transfers this cooled air into Secure Speech area.
On wall just to right to registry entrance, is
the control panel for the 'Expelair' unit, fitted above
the false ceiling to expel the used air from P12.

) C.

View through Strongroom door from P13.
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31 .
Inside P13 showing reverse side of ~eature wall
P13/P3 a long which, near the top, is the cable tray
carrying c onduit and electrical cables from switch board
in P1 4 across P1 3 .

32 .

35 .

Old toilet door bricked up and plastered.

r: ew s wi tchbo a rd for Level 2 (Chancery).
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34.

Looking along passage P15 and into P14
The entrance to P16 can be ae,n on the.left.

35.

View of new Air conditioning outlet and inlet
The original ones were as shown below.

grills.

Just below tbe left band grill can be seen part
of tbe intruder alarm system.

36.
Original entrance to Ambassadors office being
bricked up and tbe new doorway being formed.
This sbot taken from inside Ambassadors office.
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37.
View of a portion of the false ceiling which was
erected in P4, P5, P6, P'7, P14, P15, P16.
It shows the supplementary spot light~ng which
was fitted in all areas where there was false ceilings of
this type.
To the left of ceiling level, can be seen the
circular outlet duct for the air conditioning system and
on the right the inlet (long recyangular slotted section).

38.

Typical Truck and Trailer Unit which transported
the Project materials from Helsinki.

39.

A view of the Grills which were fitted to the
Baseruent windows.
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40.
Typical 45mm x 45mm battening packed with wedges
to a line and then lined with Gibraltar Board.
The purpose of this was three fold:
a.

to facilitate the concealment of cables
and heating pipes;

b.

true up the walls;

c.

conceal large a5eas · of efflorescence and,
prevent the rep]astering of loose areas of
plaster on the walls.

and

41.
Once new walls were lin~d, they were covered with
a nylon weaved cloth which when pa~nted, would produce a
textured finished appearance.

of a f~nished surfa?e·
Also shown
42.
.~n example w;ndow sill of for~ca covered
here is a replacement •
Particle Board.
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EXAMPLE I

!ill.:.
43.

Remove toilet in P4 and make good.
Toilet walls partialy dismantled.

Tiles, loose plaster on walls and, loose
concrete on floor removed resulted in:
a.
new floor;
b.
false walls to both P4/0utside wall and,
P4/P1 partition; and
c.
new partition between P4 and P5.

L>4.

(Not yet constructed)

45 •

.Valls lined and partialy plastered.

--

liliSTRTCT.·.D
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Completed Surface.

)

,.

EXAMPLE II

Relocate the entrance to the Ambassadors Office.

47.
Wall opened up and early indications are that
there had been an opening there previously.

48.

To this.
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49.

To complete re-construction

o~

the wall.

EXAMPLE III

Seal off door between P11 and P14.

50.

Doorway to be s.e aled.

51.

Resul~ed in complete wall replacement.

RESTRICTED
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Typical result of having removed an original
Cast Iron Heater and associated pipework.

~3 .

A view of a portion of Air Conditioning Ducting

ani £lectrical Conduit.

54.
~ir conditioning section which was passed
throu,,h a brick wall of t.OOmm in thickness.
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Tl:i£ FOLLO'iJING IS A ~UMI\'!AHY OF TH.E UNSCHEDULED TASKS
BY ROOM/illlEA NUMBER

THI;J SUMiv!ARY ONLY INCLUDES MAJOR IIORKS AND THERElWRE
WILL NOT HEFLECT THE TOTAL El''l<'OR'r nUT SHOULD BE AN
ADEI;/.UATE ILLUSTHATION OF 'rH.E EFFECTS OF AN INADEQUATE
AND INCOMPL:C:TE EVALUATION OF miAT \VAS REQUIHED IN
ORDER TO ACHIEVE THE DESIRED END RESULT,
FUNCTIONAL EMBASSY
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P1 Entrance
1.

a.

Walls aJ?.d Ceilings patched after
and ent~re area re-plastered.
rewiring

b.

Bookcases constructed and
fitted.

P2 Rece12tion Area
2.

a.

Underside of Stairs lined
and plastered,

a.

New plastered Ceiling formed.

b.

Existing Openings replastered.

c.

New Chandelier fitted.

P3 Foyer

P4 Marketing Officer and Inter12reters Office.
4.

a.

False wall to outside wall and P4/P1.

b.

Replacement concrete floor.

c.

Wall P4/P5 replaced.

d.

Duct formed in outside wall for concealment of risers for heating system.

P5 Trade Commissioner

5.

a.

False wall to outside wall.

P6 Conference Room
6.

a.

J!'alse wall to outside wall and against
P5/P6.

b.

Existing floor replaced with concrete.

P7 Ambassadors Secretary
7.

a.

False wall to outside wall.

b.

Telex Compartment (see p~otographs for
reference to exact locat~on).

c.

New toilet and washhand basin.
/d.

Entrance

ANNEX H

-3d.

Ent~ance to p~ssage way leading to the
Reg1~t~y real1gned to prevent new
part1t1on to P12 from being 'off-set'.

PS Second Secretary
8.

a.

Duct formed for heating system risers.

b.

Existing inlet and outlet Airconditioning
Grills replaced and walls made good.

·P9 Ambassador

9.

a.

Entrance way r e located (this resulted in
one of_the most extensive re-plastering
tasks 1n the entire project).

b.

Airconditioning inlet and outlet Grills
replaced.

P10 Counsellor
10.

a.

Two ducts formed for Heating

b.

Airconditioning inlet and outlet Grills
replaced.

Sys~em

risers.

P11 Registry
11.

a.

Partition P11/B12 replaced.

b.

Wall P11/P14 replaced and false walled.

c.

Walls P11/outsideand P11/P10 false walled.

d.

False ceiling formed with an access panel
both ends of the room and fully illuminated
with fluorescent lighting to enable security
checks of the hidden area, to be carried
out.

e.

An Expelair fitted above the false ceiling
to expel the used air from the 'Secure Room'·

P12 Se cure Room (See Para 22)
12.

a.

False wall to P12/P13.

b.

False ceiling (as for P11).
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P14 Administration Officer
a.

False wall to outside wall and P14/P11.

b.

Services duct formed.

c.

hntrance way moved (this was necessary
because wall ~15/P16 was replaced and
had_t? be moved to one side of its original
pos1.t1.on).

P15 Passage
14.

a.

Partition P15/P16 replaced and entrance
to P16 relocated.

b.

Existing floor replaced with a new concrete
floor.

P16 General Secretary
15.

a.

False wall to outside wall.

b.

Duct formed on outside wall for Heating
System risers.

c.

An exterior window frame and sash replaced.

16.
The following is a summary of unscheduled tasks
that involved roost of the rooms and therefore not itemised
under room numbers.
a.

Window Sills.
With the exception of P4,
P3 and P9, all existing Marble Sills were
re-placed with Laminated plastic Particle
Board Sills.

b.

Light Alloy False Ceilings.
To conceal
all of the overhead ducting and electrical
wiring, false ceilings were fitted as
follows:
P4,

P5,

P6,

P7,

P14,

P15 and P16

c.

Ducting.
Airconditioning ducting (inlet
and exhaust) was connected to all rooms
on the Chancery floor.

d.

Heater Spaces.
The existing heaters which
were recessed into the outs1.de wal~s, when
removed, required the are~ to be_fl.lled and
matched up with the exist1.ng f1.n1.shed surface.
/e.
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f.

Electrical Trunking.
Running all around
the outs~de.wall, was a Metalic Trunkin
System, wh~c~ fascilitated the concealm~nt
of.all electr~cal and telephone cables.
Th~s prov~ded a means of being able to add
outlet P?~nts or additional telephone
cables w~thou~ disturbing the redecorated
areas and.av?~ded the necessity of surface
mounted f~tt~ngs.
Wall Pateri£&
Other then P1, P2 and P3
a~l wal surfaces were lined with a textur~d
f~breglass lining fabric, prior to painting.
The ~JUrpose o~· this fabr i c, was to conceal
th~ ~mperfect~ons on the existing surfaces
w~~c~ would have been hi gh-lighted by the
'Bem~-Glass',
painted finish.

Basement
17.
.There w~s a considerable amount of preparitory
work carr~ed out ~n the Bas e ment in anticipation of the
reconstruction of the new Toilets, a task which was to be
undertaken first, but because of the material not arriving
as scheduled this reconstruction work was not undertaken
during Stage I.
What it did do, however, was to give
the Stage I rear party (the volunteer Guards) a clear
start on this work as a fill in between their duties in
the Embassy.
Fire Prevention
18.
A fire hose reel capable of reaching all areas
in the Chancery, was fitted in area P7.
19.
It is interesting to note, that it is strongly
suspected that 'Fire' has been a useful aJ?-d legitimate
means of gaining entry to some Embass~es ~n the past, and
yet no thought what ever had been given to this aspect
during the planning of the new layout of the New Zealand
Embassy
20.
For this reason I instructed SSgt Staines (wh?
had considerable volunteer fir8 brigade service) to rev~ew
the minimum requirements of a first line o~ defence
.
against the outbreak of fire.
Bas~d on h~s recommendat~ons
I made a written submission (Append~x I to Annex H) to
the Administration Officer Mr McKeon.
21.
Other then giving me the go.aheadl to insdtoanlel a
fire hose reel in the Chancery, noth~ng e se was
about i t .
/The Secure
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The Secure Room P13
22.
For reasons of Security, no d e tails or
photographs,
of room P1 3 huve been included.
Garage and Workshop
23. .
The long term plan, was to rewire the Garage
and '/wrkshop complex,. a ta:>k wh~ch was necessary in
or~e: to reduce a serlous flre rlsk.
This risk factor
or~glnated f:om t~e very light g uage electrical wiring
whlch when fl~:'t lnstalled, was only intended to carry
· 110 volts.
~lnce then and,
as a result of the need
to boost the electrical current to op e rate certain other
electrical equipment, 220 volts was being drawn.
24.
As a result of this fire risk I agreed that if
it could be fitted in, we would colllJt.ence this rewiring
task which could if necessary could be completed during
a later stage or by the Embassy Handyman, as he was
normally an Electrican by Trade.
25.
It was quite an undertaking because it was all
run in 'Conduit' piping and involved the fitting of new
li'luorescent lighting and a new Switchboard. By the end
of Stage I 50;~ of the rewiring had been completed including the new lighting and switchboard.
Up5rading Power Supply
An aspect worthy of mention is . the problems
which were encountered in the new Switchboards for the
Embassy.
Bearing in mind that I am not an Electrican
by trade I will endeavor to explain:

26.

a.

Original concept - 110 volts/~hase

b.

Modified concept - 220 volts between
Phases
(This occurs by combining phases).

27.
This means however that the maximum voltage
which can be obtained (without the use of a 'step-up'
transformer) is 220 volts.
A.significa~t numb~r of
electric motors which are now lnstalled ln the Emb~ssy
as a result of the reconstruction programme, requlrfe
· the lD
· t erlm
·
'step-up'
480 volts.
Although ln
. trans
. ormers
f
are being used,
it is intended that the retlculat!~g o
power with in the building, wlll be lncreased to
volts some time in the future.
/28.
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28.
The nett result of all this is that, the new
Switchboards had to be designed to service the existinb
modified system li.e. 220 volts between phases), but be
capable of being converted to 240 volts per phase at
some later stnce.

29.
A 'triple pole' Cwitchboard was therefore
necessary,
something that was very expensive and,
because not of standard design had to be specially manufactured.
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Construction Team
New Zealand Embas~y
MOSCOW
'
22 Sept81J1ber 1978

Mr D. McKeon

FIRE PROTECTION
i10SCOW

NEW ZEALAND El'-IDASSY

I

The building in which the Embassy is located
was, I understand, constructed in the late 1800s
early 1900s and has therefore been redecorated
many times.
Some of the doors have an estimated
16 coats of paint so it would be reasonable to
suggest that all other finished surfaces have had
similar treatment.
2.
Although the linings themselves are basically
plaster, and ot sufficient thickness to suggest
that they would provide reasonable fire resistance,
the surface spread of f l ame due to the excess thickness of paint, would be very rapid indeed,

3.
Because of the high fire risk mainly associated
with the age and condition of the electrical wiring
in the building, I have appointed Derek Staines as
Fire Warden for the duration of our stay in Moscow
and have requested that he
(a) determine the adequacy of the existing fire
fighting equipment, and
(b) formulate procedures to be followed in the
event of fire breaking out in the building,
a copy of which is attached as annex A.

4.
In addition to the above requirements Derek
has included in his assessment recommendations, which
if adopted would provide a first line of defence in
fire fighting, and thereby avoid the necessity of
engaging the services of the Soviet Fire Department
except in the case of a major fire.
5.
Although my immediate concern is for the safety
of my team, I would tully support his recommendations
and if required will assist as much as possible in their
implementation.
/They

2.

They area
(a)

A tire point aet up on the Ch
equipped with:
ancery floor and
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

;:~l!)ng handled fire axes (cutting into
One asbestos blanket
Two salvage sheets
Two bunker coota
Two gas proof lant\lrns
Four pairs gloves
Two wrecking bars

(b)

Two sets of breathing apparatus distributed aa
follows:
(1) One aet plus two spare bottles in the
basement flat, and
(2) One set plus two spare bottles in the
secure area

(c)

Two

(d)

One C02 extinguisher on each floor

(e)

One asbestos blanket located at or near each
cooking apparatus

(f)

One fire hose reel located at a central point
on each floor with sufficient hose to reach
the rurthermoat point of that floor.
This
system could and should be installed as part
of the Stage I plWDbing work

(g)

Ideally a dangerous goods store should be
constructed to house the inflammable liquids,
e.g. (petrol and oil) which are currently
stored in the garage.
As an interim measure
the provision of two dry powder or foam
extinguishers would be reasonably adequate

(h)

Guards before leaving New Zealand abould undergo
some training in fire fighting and tire prevention

(1)

Embassy staff should be familiar with the operation
of all fire fighting equipment in the building

(j)

Smoke detectors be installed throughout tbe
building aa an early warning device.

fo~

extinguishers on each floor

/6.
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6.
When comparing these recommendations with the
existing fire fighting facilities (i.e. 11 water type
extinguishers and four foam type) it would aeea
obvious that steps should be taken at the earliest
opportunity to upgrade the tire fighting capability
within the Embaaay.

1.
In conclusion, I would hope that this report
will be of some value, but !eel bound to say that
in view of the fire problems experienced by both
the Australians and Americans, and ·the obvious
difficulty in maintaining security during fire
fighting operations, this aspect of the project
has been seriously neglected.

(E.W. Bruce)
Team Leader
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fublic Relations
,
e Hockey Rink at the Angle American_
55 ·
l.·nl.T_htes pirce-fabricated form, prior to errectl.on.
School

56.

Completed Rink.

:.::tc..ge I Team

'/7 .

Back Row from Left to Right.
SSgt F'indon,
Cpl She lford, Cpl Clark, Spr Stobie, Cpl Paul, SSL:t Jt·nnes .
Fr ont Row.
LCpl Stack, 1';01 Bruce, ...;pl 'hiinpa,
:c1,l r:.,urch, I '::pl Peter s..:;n,
S8gt Oliver.
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58.

Team Kitchen and Dinning Room.

An example of the expertise of the Team Chef.

GO.
A view of the Attic area which in subseouent
st<1ges was to be turned into living accommodation:
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NZLF 3304/1/3 dated 1321452 May 80

Introduction
1.
.
This report covers the period April 1980 until the
completion of the task in June 1980.
2.

The aim of this report is to:
a.

Provide a record of eve nts and work that
occurred during the p e riod.

b.

Record any shortcomings which occurred.

c.

Make recommendation to overcome problems
encountered by this team.

3.
This report should be read in conjunction with repo rts
from the previous three stages but it should be noted that t h is
stage had entirely different terms of r e f e rence.

4.

The report is divided into:
a.

Part I.

b.

Part I I .

c.

Part I I I.

d.

Part IV.

e.

Part

f.

Part VI.

g.

Part VII.

v.

Brief task account.
General Staff matters.
Personnel matters.
Logistic matters.
General.
Summary.
Recommendations.

.

/PART I .
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PART I:

BRI EF TASK ACCOUNT

57 .
. Stage IV was mounted on 5
l1m1tat1on of eight weeks placed on

6.

7.
of:

t~~il~~:o

a.

One week for travel to Moscow.

b.

Si x weeks to compl ete the task.

c.

One week for RTNZ.

with a time
was broken into :

Th e tasks to be carried o ut in this per 1· 0 d of time were:

a.

The interior redecoration of six embass
staff ~partments situated in two locati~ns,
one be1ng seven miles from the embassy and
the other fou r miles from the embassy.

b.

The compi~ation of an inventory of materials
that rema1ned at the compl etion of the task.

c.

A total clean up of the Embassy grounds
and facilities used by th e construction teams .

d.

The RI'NZ of all military stores, personal
equipment and personnel.

At the direction of the Chief Engineer the

tea~

a.

1 x t eam leader to replace the l eader of
team 111.

b.

1 x painter

consisted

2 x carpenters
1 x joine r
1 x chef

8.
Upon arrival in Moscow on the 12 April work had been
completed on apartment one.
9.
During the one week handover between the two team l eaders
the second apartment was completed and the third apartment commenced .

10.
Week Two saw the completion of the third and fourth apar tments and the introduction of a five day working week. This allowed
the team to carry out personal administration and saw the commencement
of small cleaning up tasks in the Embassy area.
11.
Weeks Three and Four saw the completion of apartment fi ve
which was a large apartment in particularly bad condition.

/12.
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12.
Week Five had ap3rtment six complete
d
of apartme n t seven wh"1ch was an extra included an the commencement
embassy staff.
at the request of the
13.
Week Six and the last
customs clearances and the RTNZ apar~m~nt was complete alo~g with
of m1l1tary and personal tool boxes.

14.
. _Week ~even was spent entirely in the embassy area carrying
out adm1n1strat1on for RTNZ and the cleaning of th
mb ~
e e a~sy grounds
and f ac1"l"t·
1 1es use d by the construction teams.
15.
On 31 May three members departed Moscow followed by one
member on 1 June and the remainder on the 2 June.

PART II:

GENER~L

STAFF MATTERS

Team Selection

16..
This_team_consisted of a team leader selected by the Chief
Eng1neer and f1ve s1ngle personnel from construction team 111 who
volunteered to remain in Moscow for Stage IV.

17.

The team worked long hours in trying conditions and it is
a credit to the original selection that they produced excell ent
results in non trade tasks. Morale was high at all stages and at
no stage was there any need for disciplinary action.

18.

Attached at

A~nex

A is a nominal roll of team IV.

Pre Tour Administration

19.
In this instance only one person was moving from New Zealand
and apart from the Russian Embassy being deliberately difficult, no
administrative problems were experienced .
Briefing
20.
A full brief was given to the team l eader by the CE which
laid down the terms of reference for the tour. This brief was
explicit and was extremely valuable in the latter days of the tou7
of duty. Further briefs were given by the leader of tea~ 1, Fore1gn
Affairs and a written brief was received from theleaderof team 111.
These briefs were extremely valuable and future tasks of this nature
should continue to receive briefs from all appropr1ate sources.
/Security
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Security
21.
Apart from the information given in the brief (para 20)
no security instructions were received until arrival in Moscow. In
Moscow the first secretary delivered a full security brief which
was excellent and left no doubts about the real problems that could
occur in Moscow. Te am IV had no recorded breaches of security but
as has been mentioned in previous reports the personnel had to be
made aware of the real security problem that surrounds one all the
time. Tnat no breaches occurred once more reflects on the original
selection of the t e am.
Command and Control
22.
As the team was working in a location away from the embassy
there were some initial problems to be overcome. These were:

23.

a.

No person r emained at the embassy to receive
or reply to telex messages.

b.

On site requests for extra materials could
not be met as no person at the embassy was
capable of determining the technical requirements.

c.

Due to the long hours worked by the team,
liaison between the embassy and the te~~ was
non existent.

d.

Administration for RTNZ required someone to
remain at the embassy.

e.

Transport was in short supply.

These problems were o•;ercome by:
a.

The tea~ leader remaining at the embas sy
and carrying out all day to day administration.

b.

Tlle Seco nd in command running the ~ask with
·
t ech nl cal advice.
the painter on site offerlng

c.

·
dal'ly meetings with
The team leader hav1ng
the first secretary o f the embassy to discuss
embassy requirements.

d.

Daily visits to the site by the team l eader
to ensure no problems were occurrlng and to
re-supply any materials requested by the team.
/Discipline
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PERSONNEL MATTERS

Discipline
24.
Only incidents.of a minor nature occurred on this tour.
In each case a good ta~k1ng to was sufficient to o·Jercome the
probl e m and not once d1d any team member give cause t h
0
privil ege removed.
ave any

25.
Like previous teams the loyalty shown to the team leader
could not have been bettered, morale was high, esprit-de-corps
excellent and team companionship unbeatabl e.
Pay and Allowances
26.
The cost of living in Moscow soared, namely due to the
impending Ol ympic Games. An indication of the cost of living is
that the team o f six had a food bill of $900NZ for the final month
but with good budgeting the chef ensured that the allowances
received were adequate.
27.
Pay arrangements continued as for previous teams and
prove d satisfactory until the time came to close accounts in London.
For various r easons personnel did not know the amounts credited or
the balance of their account . To c l ose the account required a visit
to the bank in London but because of travel arrangements this was not
always possible. After discussions with the Erooassy Administration
Officer it was agreed that any person who could not visit the bank
would leave the account open until his RTNZ. However the possibility
remained that a team member could overdraw his account thereby
creating a banking probl em involving overseas funds on his RTNZ.
Leave
28.
No l eave was taken during this tour, ho\vever all team
members opted to tour p rio r t o RTNZ.
Accommodation
29.
The t eam lived on the third floor of the Embassy in lavish
conditions in a flat that was fully furnished and equipped with
modern appliance s.
Bar facilities returned to fue "Kumara Pit" as mentioned
in the stage 111 report until the embassy bar became operational
in the latter days of the tour.
30 .

Recreation
Sports, sights ee ing, shopping, visitshto btall et ~n~a~gi~cus
t ·
d t
J:::e
the list of priorities for t lS earn.
.
con 1nue
o
on
.
.
. d f m E·nbassy and bus1ness
was arranged with many visltors lnv lte
ro
"d. l
tic beach"
sources
This team managed a weekend camp at t e
lp 0~~ the~
Wh ich w~s a great break from the task. Films were shown 1 n
embassy once a week and the t earn a tte n d ed an ANZAC Day service
arranged by the t e am l eade r.
/PART' IV:

31.

h
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PART IV:

LOGISTIC MATTERS

Tools and Equipment
32.
Very few problems existed on this sta
·
and equipment were on site
Translati
ge as all mater1als
.d f
•
on was overcome by calling
th
upon
e a1 o some Finnish girls who had bef · d d
All
·
rlen e some team
membe s
r •
equ1pment and tools purchased for th t k
handed to the MWD representative of the emba
e as were
t
h · 1 d
ssy as were all
ec.nlca
ocuments relating t~ the equipillent. In the final week
~ur1ng the clean up, all mater1al which had not been used was placed
1n the embassy garage to await a garage type ·sale.
Rations
337
No cJ:ange was made in the system for purchasing rations.
Thls.team rec71ved a bonus ~rom a mistake made by one person in that
by d1sconnect1ng the power 7n one apartment, some meat in a deep
freeze defrosted ever so sl1ghtly. The owner complained so the team
agreed that the meat be purchased resulting in the tea111 eating NZ
export beef and lamb for a number of weeks.
34.
The chef is to be congratulated for a job well done as he
produced an excellent variety of meals from a supply source offering
a very poor selection of goods.
Movement
35.
As has been mentioned in previous reports, any ticketing
required in Moscow must be processed by Aeroflot. This team managed
to by-pass the system by working through a Swiss Air employee who
took the teams tickets to Zurich and having received approval from
the relevant authorities changed the tickets to suit the individual
travel arrangements of each team member. The outcome was a smooth
RTNZ for all tem~ members with all personnel reporting to units by
the times indicated on a signal sent from Moscow by the team leader.
36.
Personal belongings and tool boxes left the Embassy on the
17 May and were transported to a customs warehouse in Moscow to await
inspection. The inspection duly took place 20 May 80 and caused the
team to lose a complete days work. The Russian authorities were
extremely difficult to deal with on this occasion as each box was
opened and every individual item checked against the customs
declaration.

PART V:

GENERI\.L

Tradesman Performance
37.
As can be seen at Annex A a variety of tradesmen were
required to carry out the interior redecoration of the embassy
.
apartments
Under the guidance of the painter who was still learnlng
·
· h had the embassy
the trade the
team produced excellent resu lt s wh lC
staff in absolute raptures.
As the
/38.
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38.
.
As the apartments were occu ied th
· Of mov1ng fu~niture and to the teams pcreditere arose the problem
0v7r the per1o? of the task one light shade no damage occurred.
sp1llage of pa1nt on a carpet recorded
I was broken and one
damage was made good.
•
n both instances the
39.
In the final we ek during the clean.
showed as much enthusiasm as had be e n shown a~pt~he team stlll
of the task.
e commence ment
Working Hours
40.

The team daily routine was:
Reveille
Breakfast
Transport depart
Commence task
Lunch
Return to Embassy

0600 hrs
0615-0645 hrs
0700 hrs
0730 hrs
1200-1230 hrs
1800 hrs

41.

A works programme was drawn up by the team leade r, there by
tenants to vacate their apartment and to give the tea~ a
gu1de so that progress could be ascertained. ~ne result of the
programme was that after two weeks the six day working week was
reduced to five.
en~bling

Public Relations
42.
This team like the previous teams, had excellent working
relationship with everyone involved in the task. The t e am was not
involved in any extra tasks outside the embassy but quite often
technical advice was given to other embassies. It is felt that
the teams will be sadly missed in Moscow.

PART VI:

SUMJYIARY

43.
This team achieved all work directed in the terms of
reference for the tour within the time limit laid down. TI1e team
was a happy unit which worked well together and produced a result
which met the requirements of all those concerned.
44.
All personnel who took part in the ta~k should b e assured
that the fina l product is a show piece of the h1ghest standard. The
Russian Engineer who insp-:=cted the task periodically was most .
.
impressed and visitors from other embassies expressed the1r admlratlon,
All in all, it is a task well done and a job to be proud of.

-8-

PART VII:

45.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are made:
a.

The terms of reference given to the team
leader were excellent and every effort should
be made to give future t e am l eade rs the
fullest brief possible from all available
sources.

b.

If simi lar tasks should arise, · it is
important that t e am selection should continue. That this task had so few problems
was due to the team selection.

c.

As mentioned in para 27. pay arrangements
were good until it was time to RTNZ. If a
similar system is operated on future tasks
time must be built into the tour to allow
personnel to close accounts at the ba,k.

(D.R.R. MILLIKEN)
Warrant Officer Class Two
Team Leader
Annex:
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NOMINAL ROLL

Number
(a)

Rank

Name

Trade/Appointment

(b)

(cl

(dl

R37919

W02

D.R.R. MILLIKEN

Team Leader

HQ 2 TFR

V47123

Lcpl

P.J. LIGHTBOURNE

Carpenter 2IC

1 Fd Sqn

Q751194

Spr

B.D. McLEAN

Joiner

2 Fd Sqn

A49611

Spr

G.D. STEWART

Carpenter

1 Fd Sqn

A49703

Spr

N.C. McCARTHY

Painter

2 Fd Sqn

U47536

Lcpl

A.H. ADOLPH

Chef

5 Tml Sqn
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PROJECT REPORT ORDER
Mission
1.
Est~blish the feasibility of constructing an airstrip for Brittian-Norman Islander aircraft, in the Kolochulu
area of central Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands.
Technical Requirements
2.
A centre line survey is to be done and soil s amples
to be taken from any suitable sites.

3.

The site should allow for an airstrip to be
constructed in accordance with the specifica tion for Btandard
Aerodrome suitable for Baron, Islander and Nomad Aircraft,
ICAO - Code Letter E.
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SUMMARY OF RLPORT ON THE FhASIBILITY OF
SITING A hiRSTRIP AT
KOLOCHULU
Sites Surveyed
1.
The two most likely sites · th A
surveyed~ One would give a maximum ~a~rstre; olochulu area were
metres
th
1
~
~P length of 514
w~ . a s ?Pe o~ four to five percent.
The second would
give a max~mum a~rstr~p length of 531 metres with a slope of
one to one and one half percent.

2.
mix.

The soil throughout the area is a red/brown clay loam

3.

Laboratory test results show that the soil has:

4.

a.

An insitu moisture content of between 72/o
and 80;0.

b.

A plastic limit of between 66% and BO;o.

c.

A liquid limit of bet\"leen 126% and 159%.

d.

A plasticity index varying from 56 to 90.

The results indicate that:
a.

The material would be very difficult to handle
because of the continual likelihood of machines
getting stuck.

b.

The soil as it exists is quite unsuitable as a
construction material.

c.

All the soil used for fill would have to be
stabUizied using lime or cement stabilization
methods, as would the complete pavement layer.

5.

There is no visible indication of any deposits of more
suitable material in the general area.

Consolidation
6.
Long term differential consolidation would present a
problem on both alignments. The fill areas on each alignme~t,
(a maximum height of between 5 and 5.6 metres) would consol~date
more than the cut areas. This could be expected to take place
over a five to ten year period and would necessitate plant
/machinery going back
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machinery going back into the area to rectify the problem.
Machine A.ccess
?.
The most suitable machine access is shown on an overlay to Reference A and is attached as Annex c. The main
obstacles on this route are the bush and some steep sections
between Veranggono and Lame Villages.
Other Sites
8.
A possible site in the vicinity of Lame Village was
checked as confirmation of a survey that is understood to have
been done previously. The site is on top of the ridge to the
south of the village. The centre line would run approximately
east-west and would have a length similar to that of ~olochulu,
Centre Line \ . At the western end of the site the ridge top is
very narrow (40 - 50 metres) and the land drops away very
steeply to either side. Land on the southern side slid away
during the April 19?? earthquake.

9.

Mr Belden ghi, (Provincial Member for Paripao Ward,
Guadalcanal) informed the survey party that what may be a
suitable site exists at Kariauvu Flat near Nbelati Village.

Conclusion
10 .
It is not considered feasible to construct an airstrip to ICAO-Code Letter E specification in the Kolochulu area
because:
a.

There is no site in the area that will give
a centre line of sufficient length.

b.

The soil in the area is unsuit able as a
construction material without stabilization
treatment and evan then will still present
a long term consolidation problem.

c.

If access were to be constructed to bring
plant machinery into the area it may be more
viable in the long term, both in terms of
economics and utilization, to upgrade the
access to a road standard .

11 .

No suitable airstrip site exists at Lame.

12 .

A possible site may exis t in the vicinity of Hbelati

Village.
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l'A.RT II
DETAIL OF REl'OR'l' mr TliE F.E.1<SIBILITY OF
SITING AN AIR~TRlP AT
KOLOCHULU
General Description
1.
Kolochul.u Village is situated in a section of the
OkeA Land ~ystem, ?D the eas~ern end of a ridge that runs eastwest, and ~s the highest (ma~n) ridge in ~he area. This ridge
slopes fr?m Koloc~ulu dow~ towards the west. It is quite
bro~en, w~th gull~es runn~ng across it up to 20 metres deep
and does not run in a straight line.
'
2.
A series of ridges lie approximately at right angles
to the main riage and slope down towards the north.

3.
The longest of these riages (the eastern one) is one
of two sites that were surveyed. The centre line survey on this
ridge was designated Centre Line ~ .
4.
The other centre line that was surveyed (Centre Line B)
runs across these ridges where the gullies between them are
shallowest.
Vegetation

5.
Except where the land has been cleared for ga~dens,
most of the veget at ion is up to 10 metres high with some large
trees 30 - 40 metres high (See Annex A).
2Qill
6.
The soil, a red/brown, clay loam mix appears to be.
consistent throughout the area of both the.surveyed centre l~nes.
It is quite cohesive and resistant to eros~on.

7.

No deposits or outcrops of hard material (rock/gravel)
are available in the area.

Centre Line A
8.

9.

Details of Centre Line A taken from attached plans are:
a.

Readily constructed length

408m

b.

Maximum feasible length

514m

c.

Slope

4;o - 5~

d.

Centre line bearing

336° magnetic

To construct a 514 metres airstrip with a 4/o slope
· d ;s
the maximum depth of cut requ~re
• 7.4 metres and maximum
height of fill is 5.0 metres.
/To construct
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10..

To con~truct the same airstrip with a 51u slope the

max~mum cut req~red is 7.6 metres and the max·
f;ll ;s
7.4 metres.
~mum •
•

1~.
Soils results from laboratory t es t s on so~·1 samples
taken from Centre Line A and insitu CBR testing are:

a.

Insitu moisture content

72to - 78;o

b.

l ' lastic limit

69io - 76/b

c.

Liq,~id

d.

Plasticity Index

e.

Insitu CBR

limit

126/~

56

-159;•
- 90

0.5 - 2 .8

See Annex B for deta iled information.
12.
hlthough the slope, if acceptable,may comp ensa te for
the lack of length, information received from the Civil Avia tion
Division of the New Zealand Ministry of Transport, indica tes
that when the wind is from the southeast, aircraft would have to
take-off with a restricted maximum weight, and on many occasions
a take-off may be impossible.
Centre Line B
13.
are:

Details of Centre Line B t a ken from attached plans
a.

Re a dily constructed length

531 metres

b.

Maximum feasible length

531 metres

c.

Slope

1;u - 1.5;..

d.

Centre line bearing

212° magnetic

14.
To construct a 531 metre airstrip with a.1.5% ~lop~
the maximum cut required is 7.0 metres a nd the max~mum f~ll 1s
5.6 metres.
15.
Soils results from laboratory tests on soil samples
and insitu CBR testing are:
a.

Insitu moisture content

b.

Plastic limit

c.

Liquid limit

d.

Plasticity index

e.

Insitu CBR

787" - 80;o
66;{. - 8Dto
143% -

146i~

63 - 80
0.47 - 2.5

See Annex B for detailed information.
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I! an airstrip were to be constructe~ on this centreli~e the Kolochulu Clinic would have to be res~ted.

~aximum Feasible
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MRximum Feasible Lengths
17.
The maximum feasible lengths stated above for centre
lines A and B, are the maximum because the land slopes down
steeply from either end of that shown on the attached longitudinal sections.
Machine

~ccess

18.
The most suitable access route for earthmoving
machines is shown as an overlay to Reference A, and is attached
as Annex c. The main obstacles on this route are the bush and
some steep sections between Veranggono an~ Lame Villages .
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I HOTOGRAPHS

Looking west dmm the road
from Rolochulu Village
tow,ards the Clinic • .;here
the people are standing is
about 10 metres lower than
where the photograph is
taken from.
This is on top of the ridge
that runs from ~o lochulu to
Lame.

Taken from the right hand
side of Centre Line A at
about 230 metre mark,
looking northwest across the
top of the ridge that Line A
runs down. Tall vegetation in
the background is the s ame as
that in the background of the
next photo, but viewed
from the u~hill side.

Taken from the 475 metres
p~g looking back up Centre
L~ne A towards the 0 metre
mark. Clearing in the
foreground is for the
proposed Community/
Administration Centre. The
large trees are 30-40 metres
high • Most growth is up
to 10 metres high.

Typical low vegetation
covering most of the ridge
that Centre Line A runs
down.

Taken from the 256 metre peg
on Centre Line B looking back
towards the 0 metre mark.
Background vegetation i~ on
the ridge that Centre L~ne A
runs down. Log in the bottom
of the hollow in the foreground is 4.5 metres lower,
than where the photograph
is taken fromo
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Taken from the 512 metre
peg on Centre Line B
looking back towards the 0
metre mark. uoldier in
the centre foreground is
standing at the 493
metre peg, 5 metres lower
than where the photog aph is
taken from.

The ~olochulu 0linic,
about one kilometre from
Kolochulu Village and
adjacent to Line B.
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LABORATORY SOIL TBST3 RB8ULTS
AND llTGITU CBR Iill::>ULTS
General

1.
Soil samples were taken from boreholes put down to a
depth of 1.5 metres on each centre line.
2.
The soil was consistent in each borehole, the only
obvious variation at the time of sampling being a slight change
in colour, varying from red brown to yellow brown.

3.

All sRmples were very cohesive.

Results Summaries
4.
content.

Liquid and plastic limits results and insitu water
Plastic

Ilasticity

L~m~t

Line A, 98.5m,
Borehole 1
Sample 2
Depth Taken 0.9m

Index

Insitu
<later

~nt

76%

126;v

56

72:;o

69%

159/o

90

781a

Line A 433.6m
Borehole 2
Sample 2
Depth Takel" 1.0m

71%

138;6

67

7470

Line B 303m
Borehol e 3
Sample 1
Depth Taken O.Bm

80%

143%

63

7EJ/o

Line B 460m
Borehole 4
Sample 1
Depth Taken 0.9m

66;o

146?b

80

80~

Line A 433.6m
Borehole 2
Sample 1
Depth T~ken 0.45m

Insitu Californian Bearing Rati? results obtained by
5.
cone penetrometer with direct read out d~al.
/Cone F'enetrometer

B - 2
CONE F.E.NI::.VHOMETEH CBR R.r.::JULTU
Line A
Depth mm

Dist Along to: A CBR Readings
98.zm
~26-2m
212.'1m 422.6m
0.60
0.7
0.58
0.72
1.20
1.05
0.67
1.38

75

O.OOm
0.67

(;S.zm
0.71

150

1.50

0.54

225

1.47

1.39

1.63

1.40

.0.87

1.98

1.45

300

1.40

1.64

1.82

1.65

0.98

2. 08

1.67

375

1.30

1.97

2 .05

1.80

1.26

2.12

1.80

450

1.20

2 . 23

2.50

2.30

1.48

2.28

2.27

525

1.70

2.20

2 .72

2.45

1.70

2.73

2.22

600

2.00

2.35

2.88

2.65

1.75

2.45

2.30

CONE PENETROMETER CBR RESULTS
Line B
De:pth mm

Dist Along i,; 10 CBR Readings
512.4m
3o2.8m
403.4m
~85m
1.17
0.47
0.70
0.65

75mm

oo.om
0.68

'loo.om
0.73

150mm

1.18

1.40

0.90

1.38

0.85

0.98

225mm

1.30

1.58

0.77

1.55

1.25

1.07

300mm

1.37

1.53

0.85

1.93

1.92

1.43

375mm

1 . 53

1.67

1.20

2.07

1.88

1.75

450mm

1.63

1.85

1.42

2 .05

2.03

2.03

525mm

1.70

2.08

1.92

2.12

2.25

2.15

600mm

1.80

2 . 17

2.08

2.12

2.50

2.25

2~4.bm

0.90
1.20
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